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ABSTRACT

Introduced in 2017 at Enterprise Data World, the Leader's Data Manifesto is a declaration of intent to assist 
business and government leaders to manage their Information Assets - their data, information and knowledge -
as if they were, because they are, a vital business asset. Providing the right data to the right people at the right 
time is critical to every business activity, every business process and every business decision. Data are 
foundational to all the high profile issues: to analytics and artificial intelligence; to cyber-security; to the cloud 
and data sovereignty; to innovation and disruption and to Blockchain and the Internet Of Things. Yet if 
organizations were to manage their money the way they manage their data, they would be "broke in a 
week." There is a fundamental disconnect here.

This presentation provides an update on the Leader’s Data Manifesto. Join us to find out:
 What we said
 What has happened
 Your feedback
 How you can use it
 How you can be involved
 What’s next
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Presenters and Co-Authors of The Leader’s Data Manifesto
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THE LEADER’S DATA MANIFESTO – TODAY’S AGENDA

 Background – Where The Manifesto Came From

 Content – What is in The Manifesto
 Successes – Current State

 Action – Getting involved

4
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BACKGROUND – WHERE IT CAME FROM
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Nov 2015 –
Late 2016

• Working 
group met 
periodically, 
discussed 
issues, 
assigned 
ourselves 
tasks, 
analyzed 
research

Late 2016 –
Early 2017

• From 
previous 
work, 
developed 
The Leader’s 
Data 
Manifesto 
and the 
website to 
support it, 
dataleaders.
org

April 2017

• Presented 
The 
Manifesto 
for the first 
time at EDW 
2017 in 
Atlanta, 
Georgia.

May 2017 –
March 2018

• Shared 
message thru 
social media 
venues, 
presentations, 
publishing, 
and at DG 
Winter Conf. 
Dec. 2017. 

• Manifesto 
translated into 
Portuguese 
and French.

April 2018-
Feb 2019

• Manifesto 
presentation 
at EDW 2018 
in San Diego, 
California, 
April 2018. 

• Additional 
translations.

• Survey to 
determine 
next area of 
focus and 
formed 
working 
group.

March 2019

• Manifesto 
moves into 
actionable 
status, with 
focus on 
influencing 
organizations 
doing 
Machine 
Learning 
(ML)

• Additional 
translations. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nov 2015-Late 2016: Six of your data colleagues set out to resolve a puzzle. We started as a “study group.” We wanted to understand why progress in the data space seems so slow. After all, there are plenty of great examples: in quality, governance, analytics, and so forth. But very few companies can truly claim they “manage data assets” or are really “data-driven.” Why do companies say they are interested in data and do so little about it? Why proclaim "data are assets," then not manage them as such? These are not new questions, but we decided to put a concentrated group effort into solving this puzzle. We narrowed our focus to the "manage data assets" question, pooled and re-examined our own successes and failures, studied models of innovation, diffusion, and disruption, conducted an extensive root cause analysis, compared interim explanations with progress in other fields, and were brutally honest in testing these explanations among ourselves.Late 2016-Early 2017: We decided to create a one page statement of the importance of managing data as an asset.  The result was The Leader’s Data Manifesto, which we will review in the following slides.  We created the website, dataleaders.org, which contains the manifesto, a page to sign to show support, and other resources for free download.April 2017:  The Leader’s Data Manifesto was presented for the first time at Enterprise Data World (EDW) in Atlanta, George to an enthusiastic group of about 200 people. May 2017- March 2018:  We continued to share the message through social media (primarily LinkedIn and Twitter), included the information on our various individual presentations, courses and articles, got the Manifesto included in the second edition of the DAMA-DMBOK (Body of Knowledge), and presented it at the DG (Data Governance) Winter Conference in Delray Beach Florida, December 2017. Also, the Manifesto was translated into Portuguese and French.  April 2018-Feb 2019: We presented the Manifesto at EDW 2018 in April 2018 in San Diego, California, and continued the work with additional translations. Subsequently, worked on where to go next.  The data leaders thought Data Quality and Machine Learning was next area of focus.  Sent survey to signatories, got their feedback, and finalized on the topic.  Formed a working group on Data Quality and Machine Learning.March 2019: More translations over the last year. Focusing now on influencing organizations doing Machine Learning (more on this later in the presentation.)-------------e.g. publishing venue:  The Manifesto is in the DAMA-DMBOK 2nd edition. The answer was not what we expected.Please attend this Special Interest Group Session to hear our answers - our Data Manifesto - and get a copy to back to your own organization.
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CONTENT – WHAT IS IN THE MANIFESTO
THE LEADER’S DATA MANIFESTO
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One important note about the title of The Leader’s Data Manifesto.  Even though we are talking to an audience today that is mostly data professionals, this is NOT “The Data Leader’s Manifesto”.  It is not just for people considered “data people” or data professionals. It is “The Leader’s Data Manifesto.” It is for all leaders.  It is for any leader and what they should be considering as they make decisions about data in their organizations.  Anyone can be a leader regardless of their place and position in an organization.  In fact we need leaders at all levels in the organization chart who understand the message of the Manifesto.
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THE LEADER’S DATA MANIFESTO – DATA’S PROMISE
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s review the content of The Leader’s Data Manifesto. We truly believe in the enormous untapped potential that data offers.   Data helps organizations create competitive advantage, new wealth and jobs.  Data helps improve health care, has the potential to keep us all safer.  Data can improve the human condition.
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THE LEADER’S DATA MANIFESTO – CURRENT STATE
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the work we did together we found the evidence of data’s value is strong and best practices are known. Unfortunately, most organization are far from being data driven. We have seen small-scale successes, but there are few that offer deep, lasting company-wide change. We know that some organizations DO know what data they have, and some organization DO have a data vision or strategy – but we need to do more. There will be no fundamental, lasting, company-wide change without committed leadership and the involvement of everyone at all levels of the organization. We need more companies who truly see data as an asset and manage it as such.  WE need to move faster, do more, and think bigger. The following 3 slides provide data as to why we need to act now. 
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CALL FOR ACTION: WHY ACT AND WHY ACT NOW
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ocean Tomo is an intellectual property merchant bank that provides financial products and services, including expert testimony, valuation, research, ratings, investments, risk management, and transactions.  It has studied the contribution made to the S&P 500 by intangible assets.  Note that this is the S&P 500, not the tech-heavy NASDQ, it is made up of the market capitalizations of 500 large companies and it is known for its diversity.  Note also that intangible assets include goodwill, relationship capital, brand awareness and Intellectual Property.  Intellectual Property consists of far more than patents and trademarks; it includes all data, information and knowledge of business value.In 1975 intangible assets contributed 17% of the value of the S&P 500; today it is 84%.  If we don’t think we are living in the knowledge economy and need to treat our data, information and knowledge as a strategic business asset, we had better think again.https://www.oceantomo.com/intangible-asset-market-value-study/
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CALL FOR ACTION: WHY ACT AND WHY ACT NOW
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Effect on productivity in hours and minutes wasted per person per day COOs IM Staff

Searching for or managing unwanted emails 49m 37m 35m

Searching for information they know is there 31m 47m 33m

Recreating documents they know exist 24m 39m 19m

Not using information from previous projects / lessons learned 31m 36m 11m

Total minutes wasted / potential improvement per person per day 135m 159m 98m

Total hours and minutes wasted / potential improvement per person per day 2h 15m 2h 35m 1h 38m

Total hours and minutes wasted / potential improvement per person per week 11h 15m 13h 15m 8hr 10m

COOs Chief Operating Officers of 142 North American law firms 
IM Information Management professionals of 239 mostly government organisations
Staff 313 staff of a large South Australian State government department

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Experience Matters and the University of South Australia have conducted a number of investigations into the waste created by the poor management of data, information and knowledge.  We surveyed:the Chief Operating Officers of 142 mostly small to medium North American law firms;Information Asset management professionals of 239 mostly government organisations world wide; and313 staff of a large South Australian State government departmentUsing only four criteria, namely: searching for or managing unwanted emails; searching for documents that it’s known exist; recreating documents that it’s known exist; and not using information or lessons learned from previous projects, the following waste was identified:the Chief Operating Officers estimate that on average their organizations’ staff waste two and a quarter hours per person per day;the Information Asset management professionals estimate that on average their organizations’ staff waste more than two and a half hours per person per day; andthe staff of the government department estimate that on average their organizations’ staff waste more than an hour and a half per person per day.  For political reasons this figure has been savagely discounted with the real number being closer to 3.8 hour per person per day or more than half their working time.These figures are the identified waste.  They neither duplicate waste nor are exhaustive.  The realizable benefit from improving Information Asset management practices is expected to be significantly higher.  The organizations investigated are paying the salaries of staff for their wasted time for which they are receiving no service.
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CALL FOR ACTION: WHY ACT AND WHY ACT NOW
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Industry # staff Benefit / 
person / year

Total benefit 
per year

Local government 1,000 $ 8,571 $ 8,571,000 

State government 7,650 $ 19,865 $ 155,970,000

Wine 34 $ 10,700 $ 364,000 

Legal 150 $ 13,300 $ 1,995,000 

Mining 1,100 $ 22,090 $ 24,296,000 

Oil and gas 1,102 $ 27,000 $ 29,754,000 

Totals 11,036 $ 20,021 * $ 220,950,000 

Winery

Investment

Health Check $19,900
Implementation $41,600
Total $61,500

Results

$91,000 of productive activity in 3 months by 34 staff 
= $10,800 / person / year
Breakeven in 8 (actual) weeks
“This is fantastic.  We can find stuff.”  Winery operations staff

No other investment can deliver a greater return in a shorter 
time with better staff implications*  Total benefit per year divided by total # staff

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the potential benefits across a number of industries are added together and divided by the number of staff in the organizations investigated, the total potential benefit is more than $20,000 per person per year.  For every thousand staff in an organization there is a $20 million per year business case.  Information Asset management improvement projects pay for themselves.  A proven approach to improving the management of data, information and knowledge practices is as follows:Think big.  Plan at enterprise levelSecure sponsorship.  Find someone who is passionate about driving business performance by improving the management of Information AssetsAct small.  Find an initiative that is small, easy to implement and has immediate, visual benefit.  Apply the Pareto Principle.  Communicate, communicate, communicateMeasure results and have them corroboratedShamelessly advertise success.  Put the manager of the subject business unit on pedestalLeverage.  Carefully extend the project to the next business candidate and repeat the processA small winery conducted an Information Asset management Health Check and Business Impact Assessment.  The Health Check told them what was wrong and what to about it and the Business Impact Assessment told them what it was costing them and what the potential benefits could be.  They built and implemented a file plan that was intuitive because it matches the business, a set of naming conventions and a set of email guidelines.  Now when an email with an attachment comes in they know what to do with it, what to call it, where to put it, who to give access to it, how long to keep it for and so on.The first thing that happened was winery staff declared, “this is fantastic.  We can find stuff.” Then the Winery Manager measured the benefits and had them corroborated by the Chief Financial Officer.  $91,000 worth of business improvement was achieved in 3 months by 34 staff - $10,800 per person per year.  The investment cost $62,000 and the project broke even in 8 weeks.  The Winery Manager stated that no other investment could have delivered a greater return in a short time with better staff implications.
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CALL FOR ACTION:
BOARDS AND SENIOR LEADERSHIP 
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 Grow understanding of data and its potential
 Not “boring stuff” buried in computers
 A differentiator for your company 
 Leave an enduring legacy  

 Gain experience
 Improve quality of most important data
 Use data to gain competitive advantage
 Data management better suited to rigors of data

 Leadership owes shareholders/employees a data vision and strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last part of the Manifesto identifies three audiences:Boards and Senior Leadership, Anyone who needs data to do their jobs, and data professionals.  It provides ideas for action for each of these audiences.A Call for Action: Talk through bullet points for boards and senior leadership.
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CALL FOR ACTION: 
TO ANYONE WHO NEEDS DATA TO DO THEIR JOB
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 Pick an area that interests/impacts you, 
for example:
 Data quality 
 New analytic method 
 Simpler data dictionary

 Make a definitive improvement
 Use improvement to demonstrate 

what’s possible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Call for Action: Talk through bullet points for anyone who needs data to do their job.
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CALL FOR ACTION:  DATA PROFESSIONALS
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 Build connections with your business 
counterparts

 Learn to speak their language and help them 
succeed with data

 Sell the concepts
 Mentor, teach and evangelize

“Change is absolutely 
necessary and I am 
committed to lead it”
-- Nonna Milmeister, General Manager, 
Manifesto signatory on dataleaders.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Call for Action: Talk through bullet points for data professionals.We challenge every to lead change.The quote is from one of the early signatories of the Manifeso. 
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MANIFESTO AT-A-GLANCE:  SHARE AND DISCUSS!
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Data’s Promise

Current State

Call To Action:
• Boards and senior leadership
• Anyone who needs data to do 

their job
• Data professionals

• Do you agree with this promise?
• What is data’s promise for our 

organization? 

• What is our organization’s current 
state?

• Where do we want to be?

• How can we move our 
organization forward to get the 
benefits from data’s promise?

• Assign actions, owners, and due 
dates!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide summarizes the three sections of the Manifesto (Data’s Promise, Current State, and Call to Action) and provides questions to help you start the conversation and move toward action that will help your organization.
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SUCCESSES-CURRENT STATE
THE LEADER’S DATA MANIFESTO
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UPDATE FROM THE AUDIENCE
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 Does anyone in the audience have anything to share about how they have used 
The Leader’s Data Manifesto and results?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If presenting to an audience that is familiar with the Manifesto, use the question on the slide, “Does anyone in the audience have anything to share about how they have used The Leader’s Data Manifesto and results?”If the audience is seeing the Manifesto for the first time, ask for their reaction.  Please take notes and email to danette@gfalls.com.  She will pass on the information to the other data leaders who co-authored the Manifesto. 
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SUCCESSES - CURRENT STATE (SINCE APRIL 2018) 
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 Starting work on Data Quality and Machine Learning (ML)
 ML is hot,
 The hype is enormous and we think many people, departments, and companies will fail. Still, 

we think ML is here to stay.
 The impact on bad data is enormous. For example, data scientists spend up to 80% of their 

time dealing with mundane data issues. Worse, the risks go well beyond the usual risks 
associated with bad data.

 Tom Redman’s article in Harvard Business Review attracted enormous attention. 
https://hbr.org/2018/04/if-your-data-is-bad-your-machine-learning-tools-are-useless

 We reached out to signatories, asking them to join the effort. Several signed up.
 That work is in the formative stages.
 We would like more people to join, even if they are not involved with ML per se.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We discussed what should be the next area of focus and ended on Data Quality and Machine Learning for the reasons listed above.Encourage attendees to read Tom Redman’s article.We reached out to signatories and asked who would like to join the effort.  Several signed up and a working group was formed.  We are open to more people who would like to join. See slide 20 for specifics on who to contact.

https://hbr.org/2018/04/if-your-data-is-bad-your-machine-learning-tools-are-useless
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SUCCESSES - CURRENT STATE (AS OF APRIL 2019) 
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 Manifesto translations released so far –
 English
 Portuguese (Translation by Carlos Barbieri and Bergson Lopes)
 French (Translation by Théo Dubuis and Vincent Givaudan)
 Spanish (Translation by Dr. Oswaldo Baez and the Mexican DAMA Chapter)
 Afrikaans (Translation by Paul Burger and Paul Grobler)
 Chinese (Translation by 刘晨 Chen Liu and 刘建华 Jianhua Liu)
 Arabic (Translation by Zaher Alhaj)
 Turkish (Translation by Sevil Gülen)
 Norwegian (Translation by Hung Huynh)
 Vietnamese (Translation by Hung Huynh)
 Dutch (Translation by Ivan Schotsmans)
 Danish (Translation by Peter Hauge Jensen)
 Russian (Translation by Dmitry Anoshin)
Downloads available at https://dataleaders.org/manifesto/manifesto-translations/

 If you are interested in translating into another language, please email Miriam@gfalls.com, copy 
danette@gfalls.com. Miriam will provide you with details and instructions.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the list of translations as of April 2019.  They are available for download on the website at the url listed.  We are looking for volunteers to translate into other languages.  If you are interested in translating into another language, please email Miriam@gfalls.com.  She will provide you with details and instructions. 

https://dataleaders.org/manifesto/manifesto-translations/
mailto:Miriam@gfalls.com
mailto:danette@gfalls.com
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ACTION – GETTING INVOLVED
THE LEADER’S DATA MANIFESTO
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about how you can get involved.  We wanted this session to be informational, but more importantly to urge you to action.
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WHAT WE WANT FROM YOU
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 If you haven’t signed The Manifesto, do so at dataleaders.org, to support this 
movement and show that you are committed to change in your organization.
 If you have signed:

 Put The Manifesto to work:  Use it as the focal point for one discussion in your company.
 Share it via at least one social media outlet.
 Get at least one other person to sign it.
 Translate it into your language

 If your company is engaged in Machine Learning, join the DQ and ML team.  
 Send your contact details to James Price:  james.price@experiencematters.com.au
 Complete the assignment on the next slide

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss the bullet points in the slide.

http://dataleaders.org/
mailto:james.price@experiencematters.com.au
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DQ AND ML FOCUS:  ASSIGNMENT
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• Read Tom Redman’s article “If  Your Data is Bad, Your Machine Learning Tools Are 
Useless.” https://hbr.org/2018/04/if-your-data-is-bad-your-machine-learning-tools-are-useless

• Sort out who is heading up the machine learning (ML) activities in your 
organization

• Have a discussion with that person and understand data issues they are facing.
• Does that person have an overall awareness of how data quality impacts the success of ML?
• What does that person need to help them succeed?
• Report back to us. Email your results to Tom Redman at tomredman@dataqualitysolutions.com. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you are interested in Data Quality and Machine Learning, please take on the assignment described.

https://hbr.org/2018/04/if-your-data-is-bad-your-machine-learning-tools-are-useless
mailto:tomredman@dataqualitysolutions.com
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JOIN US! WWW.DATALEADERS.ORG
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for joining us.  We are interested in your feedback and experiences as you put The Leader’s Data Manifesto into action. 
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